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Now in its second silicon generation,
InfiniBand architecture (IBA) is a proven
standard for high performance board-to-
board and chassis-to-chassis intercon-
nection. Although targeted at enterprise-
class data center usage, IBA offers
compelling price, performance, and
functionality benefits for embedded
applications requiring 10 Gbits/sec
interconnect bandwidths with a wide
variety of efficient, standardized Remote
Direct Memory Access (RDMA) com-
munications protocols. This article looks
at one example of the effective utilization
of embedded InfiniBand design – in the
VIEO management appliance for taking
advantage of features offered by
InfiniBand. It examines how the appli-
ance utilized InfiniBand to create an
intelligent application packet engine
powering breakthrough new enterprise
management capability of Adaptive
Application Infrastructure Management
(AAIM). As an application management
appliance with Ethernet Layer 2 switch
and Layers 4-7 capabilities, the VIEO
appliance internally exploits InfiniBand
interconnections to rapidly move stan-
dard Ethernet packets through the switch
fabric while enabling deep packet
inspection. Unlike traditional Ethernet
network switches, the VIEO appliance is
applications-aware, intelligently direct-
ing data packet flows and in realtime to
realize true Application Quality of
Service (AQoS).

Introduction
Enterprise data centers face enormous
resource management challenges as they
move to better serve business objectives
under tightening economic constraints.
The demands for continuous Internet and
intranet customer and partner connectivity
and service, under dynamically changing
workloads and time-varying business pri-
orities, require efficient realtime resource
management and resource virtualization.
Failure to efficiently and adaptively man-
age and virtualize data center resources

results in unresponsive performance to
business dynamics and uneconomical
investments in resource over-provisioning
and administrative over-staffing to re-
spond to chronic peak demand crises.

Technological progress driven by Moore’s
Law advances in processor speeds, stor-
age capacities, and network bandwidths
have only exacerbated architectural short-
comings in dynamic data center resource
management. Continuing consolidation of
heterogeneous processing, storage, and
networking assets have worsened the hier-
archical disconnections between business
operations, applications execution, and
physical system resource allocation.

Separated by an architectural chasm, soft-
ware-based management tools cannot
control complex enterprise resource fab-
rics in realtime, and high-performance
silicon-based fabric elements do not
incorporate nor comprehend complex
business logic. 

The VIEO appliance
VIEO has leveraged the power of
InfiniBand architecture inside the box to
begin delivering breakthrough functional-
ity in systems management. The company
has “cracked the code” for providing deep
visibility and control without the burden
of software overhead and latency to re-
define traditional enterprise systems
management – from a software-intensive
activity performed in the background on
general-purpose servers, to an applica-
tion-data-intensive activity performed in
the foreground on high-performance intel-
ligent network packet engines. The com-
pany found that only InfiniBand was able
to offer the processing capability,
bandwidth, and efficient use of real
estate, with minimal power con-
sumption for such high transfer
bandwidths. InfiniBand Architec-
ture turbo charges the appliance to
tackle today’s IT organizations’
crippling management problems.

The VIEO management appliance inte-
grates high level software management
functions with realtime network fabric
control logic to implement data stream
QoS selectivity characteristic of more
intelligently evolved network architec-
tures. Management software in the VIEO
appliance also interacts with VIEO soft-
ware agents resident in each of the man-
aged hosts. Embedded application of
InfiniBand Architecture provides the key
flexible interconnection backbone for data
movement and packet forwarding within
and between VIEO management appli-
ances. IBA provides the multi-gigabyte/
second bandwidths required for enter-
prise-class performance, and offers a vari-
ety of RDMA transport services usable for
all classes of data center traffic.

Figure 1 shows a chassis design illustra-
tion of the VIEO AAIM management
appliance. Its feature set is outlined in
Table 1.

The general concept of a management
appliance, now in its early adoption phase,
has been endorsed by industry analysts.
Writing for the META Group, analyst
Glenn O’Donnell states:

“Traditional infrastructure and application
management tools come packaged as soft-
ware, designed for installation on general-
purpose computing platforms (e.g. UNIX,
NT). Although this packaging offers signif-
icant user flexibility, it also requires skills
and resources beyond the tool itself. A spe-
cific hardware platform is required and
multiple skilled system administrators are
often needed to configure the system and,
possibly, to install the software. A properly

InfiniBand architecture provides
efficient, flexible, standardized, high-
performance interconnection for
enterprise management appliance
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designed appliance eliminates the need for
both the separate hardware platform and
the specialty skills for systems administra-
tion.” (“Service Management Strategies,”
META Group, 13 Nov. 2001)

The appliance design
The VIEO management appliance is a
multi-bladed design. The appliance blade
types are described in Table 2. As shown,
three different blade types are employed,
as required, to achieve the desired func-
tionality and expansion capability.

Figure 2 shows a high-level block diagram
of the Ethernet blade, showing the major
elements and data paths. The core of the
design is a high-performance crossbar
switch that interconnects the I/O elements
to the embedded processor and SDRAM
memory. Gigabit Ethernet ports connect
to each of managed hosts. InfiniBand 4X
ports transparently interconnect multiple
VIEO management appliances into scal-
able switching fabrics for larger collec-
tions of managed hosts. The high band-
width and low latency of InfiniBand
interconnections permit substantial scala-
bility of the switch fabric with minimal
latency dilation or congestion effects.

The management blade in the current
appliance design utilizes an industry stan-
dard processor running the open source
Linux operating system and hosting the
VIEO management services software as
an embedded application. The fabric blade
uses standard InfiniBand 4X switch com-
ponents to achieve 10 Gbits/sec intercon-
nection of VIEO appliances into a switch
fabric with scalable bisection bandwidth.

Packet processing – 
Measure-and-affect
Packet format
At the network level, the VIEO manage-
ment appliance provides the features and

functionality of a Gigabit Ethernet Layer
2 switch. Figure 3 shows the format of a
network packet, with a blowup of the
Ethernet frame header used for Layer 2
switching within the network. The blow-

Appliance features

■ Standard Gigabit Ethernet
attachment to managed hosts

■ Standard Gigabit Ethernet Layer 2
switching

■ Switch fabric expansion via
InfiniBand 4X to achieve arbitrary
scalability

■ Provides transparent VIEO
Adaptive Application Infrastructure
Management (AAIM) and Applica-
tion Quality of Service (AQoS),
transparently detecting, intelli-
gently analyzing, and dynamically
affecting the distributed applica-
tion’s infrastructure resources in
order to respond to changing
business demands at network
speeds (refer to the VIEO Web
site at www.vieo.com)

Table 1

Blade type Blade usage

Management blade A general-purpose compute blade (actually the fixed
appliance motherboard in the current realization)
hosting VIEO management services.

Ethernet blade An Ethernet connectivity blade connecting the
appliance to managed hosts and to other network
devices. Standard 10/100/1000 Gigabit Ethernet ports
are provided.

Fabric blade An appliance connectivity blade interconnecting
multiple VIEO appliances into a switch fabric. Standard
InfiniBand 4X ports are provided.

Table 2

Figure 2

Figure 3
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up shows the destination MAC (Media
Access Control) address used to switch
the frame from its incoming switch port to
the appropriate outgoing switch port lead-
ing to the destination.

Inside the Ethernet frame are additional
nested headers, as depicted in Figure 3,
that provide increasing degrees of applica-
tion relevance. Protocol layering pro-
gresses from the Ethernet Layer 2 proto-
col, through the Internet Protocol (IP)
Layer 3 protocol, the Transaction Control
Protocol (TCP) Layer 4 protocol, and so
on, up to a Layer 7 application protocol.
Fields within these nested headers can be
examined on-the-fly by deep-scan packet
processing logic within the AAIM appli-
ance. This process produces a continuous
measure, analyze, and affect cycle that
quickly converges to the desired applica-
tion service level objectives. For example,
specific application data flows can be
assigned desired QoS levels for individual
handling through the switch fabric.

Internal to the appliance, a neural net ana-
lytic engine integrated with sophisticated
optimization logic automatically detects and
adjusts control parameters to dynamically
maintain application service level objec-
tives. This exploits InfiniBand Architecture’s
comprehensive, inter-related set of facilities
for QoS control, outlined in Table 3.

Packet flows
Table 4 outlines the AAIM architecture
packet flows. It is AAIM direct engage-
ment in and management of these flows
that provides AAIM architecture with its
ability to control Application Quality of
Service in realtime. 

Table 5 describes the roles of the AAIM
management entities. It is these entities
that coordinate their execution and man-
agement of the packet flows to achieve
AQoS service level objectives.

Figure 4 shows the AAIM architecture
packet flows that were described in Table 4.
The illustration is color-coded to show the
different flow types in the network. The
bulk of the flows consists of the application
and router traffic, while a modest amount of
management traffic occurs to continuously
measure, analyze, and affect packet flow
processing across the appliance fabric. The
IBA fabric functions here both as a scalable
inter-appliance backbone and as a manage-
ment overlay network for coordination of
management activities among appliances.

Figure 5 shows the measure-and-affect
packet flow processing within the VIEO

management appliance. The blue path is
the path taken by Ethernet packets enter-
ing/leaving the appliance on their way
from/to Ethernet end-destinations. The
red path is the processing path used to per-
form the measurement-and-affect packet
flow processing that controls AQoS in
realtime. The green path is the fabric path
used to forward packets between appli-
ances within arbitrarily scalable appliance
switching fabrics. IBA provides very scal-
able bandwidth and highly flexible QoS

mechanisms (as outlined in Table 3) to
support the packet forwarding functions.

Summary
IBA provides an off-the-shelf, standards-
based solution to Gbyte/sec data transfer
requirements within high performance
embedded systems. While emerging
10GBASE Ethernet can electrically attain
10 Gbits/sec on the wire today, connection
costs are extreme and necessary hardware
protocol support for direct host attach-

Feature Description

Virtual lane (VL) Virtual lanes allow an IBA physical link to be shared
by different packet flows without suffering head-of-line
blocking between packet flows.

Service level (SL) SL tags are carried in the basic transport header
and allow the fabric to provide differentiated service
characteristics for each service level. 

SL-to-VL mapping Fabric management programs the switch fabric with
desired SL-to-VL mapping tables that correlate a
particular service level or levels to a particular virtual
lane. A high degree of path-specific selectivity is
supported by the mapping tables.

VL arbitration Fabric management programs VL arbitration tables
within the switches to provide for controlled access of
virtual lanes to the underlying physical link.

Multi-pathing IBA supports multiple paths between end nodes that
allow different QoS characteristics to be associated
with different paths through the fabric.

Multiple endpoints IBA supports thousands of potential endpoints, termed
“queue pairs,” within each channel adapter, permitting
a wide variety of local service characteristics to be
distinguished by endpoint.

Table 3

Flow type Flow content

Application flows Application flows consist of the normal packet flows for
the managed applications. These flows occur between
application instances on managed hosts, and between
application instances and other portions of the network.

Router flows Router flows consist of the normal packet flows
between routers or between other switches and routers,
typically moving packets between tiers of the data
center network. This traffic will typically be a mix of
traffic from both managed and unmanaged hosts that
merge at the switch and router level. 

Management flows Management flows are AAIM management traffic
between the various AAIM management entities 
(see Table 5). Management flows communicate service
level objectives, measurement statistics, and control
information among the AAIM management entities.

Table 4
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ment is not in place and will require years
of standardization, future product devel-
opment, and dramatic cost reductions.
Other lower cost interfaces that can attain
Gbyte/sec bandwidths typically interface
at a much more basic read/write level and
do not offer the efficient RDMA support
and wide variety of upper level protocols
that IBA offers today. The VIEO manage-
ment appliance takes full advantage of the
power of InfiniBand architecture to pro-
vide a high-performance, standardized,
efficient, and flexible system interconnect.

Information sources
The IBA specification and tutorial materi-
als are available from the InfiniBand
Trade Association, www.infinibandta.org.
There is also a vendor directory available

at the site that includes, silicon, software,
system, and instrumentation vendors.

Application Programming Interfaces
(APIs) for IBA programming are being
standardized by The Open Group’s In-
terconnect Software Consortium (ICSC),
www.opengroup.org/icsc.

Embedded usage of IBA is being stan-
dardized by the PCI Industrial Computer
Manufacturers Group (PICMG) as part
of their Advanced TeleCommunica-
tions Architecture (AdvancedTCA) effort,
www.picmg.org.

The open source community has several
IBA-related development efforts underway
that include freely downloadable source
code. Visit www.sourceforge.net and search
on InfiniBand for a list of current projects.

Entity type Entity role

AAIM manager Instances of the AAIM manager reside on the
management blades in the AAIM appliances. The AAIM
manager instances coordinate their efforts through
management flows between AAIM appliances, and
direct the activities of the AAIM blade and host agents
through additional management flows.

Blade agent A blade agent resides on the Ethernet blades of the
AAIM appliance and accepts direction from an AAIM
manager. The blade agents measure and affect the
packet flow processing within the Ethernet blades, which
consists of all three classes of packet flows – application,
router, and management flows (see Table 4).

Host agent A host agent resides on a managed host and accepts
direction from an AAIM manager. The host agent
measures and reports application resource usage
statistics to an AAIM manager, for processing by
management decision logic that adjusts realtime
packet processing parameters. 

Table 5

Figure 4

Figure 5
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